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Summary 

Making sense of things has always been part of human life. The meaningless gets discarded, less meaningful 
but still useful things remain tools that for occasionally use, while particularly meaningful things become 
intricate parts of our lives, tightly coupled with our perception of our self. While the pursuit of how to make 
things more meaningful is always relevant, such a discourse becomes particularly relevant as potentially 
paradigm shifting things are becoming increasingly commonplace. With the increasing connectivity, coupled 
with cheaper and more powerful sensor technology, Internet of Things (IoT) is presently one of the strongest 
current forces for such change. 

Within an IoT paradigm, the ability to observe shifts in contexts through tracking social and physical conditions 
is one of the core mechanisms for value creation. This project focuses on the use of such shifts in the design of 
context-aware behavior within consumer IoT technologies. To this effect, two research questions are 
explored: One, how does rich use of context cues and context-specific services impact the design of novel and 
meaningful IoT-based services for individuals and groups? Two, in what ways can context-awareness 
contribute to appropriate design and use of system autonomy in IoT-based consumer services?  

 

 
 
1. Motivation and General Aim 

Through the rapid increase of embedded and mobile consumer devices, Internet of Things (IoT) related 
technologies bring new opportunities for the advancement of context-aware services. Today, IoT enabled 
services – often in the shape of wearable devices such as bracelets and smart watches – provide simple 
statistical overviews of the logged data and general (rather than personalized) recommendations despite 
grand promises of increased life-quality and increased efficiency from the tasks that are monitored.  

Rather than increasing the quality of analysis and recommendations to users, more and more technology is 
released with very limited added end-use value compared with previous services and devices. Users that jump 
to the next new device or service, hoping to find more meaning, are thus likely to find another iteration of the 
same old ideas. This failure to provide meaningful services to end-users is an important challenge to address in 
order to move IoT from the technology-focus it has today to one that emphasizes and leverages end-user 
value. 

The CACT project builds on the premise that a drastic increase of context-specific information, such as co-
location of others, social context group affiliations, multi-tasking between activities, activity-specific goals, and 
situation-specific opportunities, are needed to provide contextually relevant service behavior. The design of 
context-aware services is neither new to research or industry, but nevertheless largely favors simplistic 
services that rely on sensors that report on physical aspects of context, e.g. location, temperature, and similar 
conditions. As IoT becomes diffused into everyday consumer services and part of the definition of this 
everyday life, the human factors side of context-awareness, e.g. users in co-located spaces, social contexts, 
and activity-specific situations, becomes a central challenge to negotiate. Only through such rich contextual 
cues may technology be translated into meaningful things during use. In order to achieve this, these things 
need to be interconnected and integrated into context-aware IoT-based services that allow users new ways of 
interacting with technology individually as well as in groups.  
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In order to provide more meaningful services than the present generation of context tracking consumer 
devices, the study of IoT-based consumer services is well served by moving its focus from the artifact itself to 
the additional meaning that such services may provide during use. For higher level of meaning to be perceived 
during use, the activity performed through the service should be interpreted as a natural extension of the 
user’s own person and ability – not as a separate action. This form of study is what Dourish (2001) refers to as 
the study of embodied interaction, and the design implications that this holds.  

Furthermore, a consumer and experience focus is important to maintain as user groups are changing in today’s 
society – moving from the desktop paradigm of office workers into everyday life situations through tangible 
embedded and mobile technology. This shift also moves use focus from task-performance and information 
need to lived experiences of everyday life activities that are digitally mediated (Yoo 2010). In his work, Yoo 
(2010) effectively builds upon the notion of embodied interaction that Dourish (2001) argues for, while also 
placing it within the realm of IoT to study: “[T]he combination of tangible computing, the digitalization of 
everyday artifacts, sensor networks, and a global infrastructure make the vision of the ’Internet of Things‘ an 
imminent possibility.” (Yoo 2010, p. 216).  

Growing rapidly as a field of inquiry, the notion of sociomateriality (cf. Leonardi 2013; Orlikowski 2007; 
Orlikowski and Scott 2008) further emphasizes how things that become a natural extension of our everyday 
behavior – in the way embodied interaction (Dourish 2001) similarly argues – will inevitably require that we 
embrace the material and social aspects of these things as one, rather than as separated entities, including in 
our analysis of technology use. Together, the notions of embodied interaction (Dourish 2001), experiential 
computing (Yoo 2010), and sociomateriality (Leonardi 2013) form a strong scientific foundation for the project 
to understand and discuss what being meaningful actually implies for IoT-based consumer technologies.  

The project finally draws upon hands-on investigation of the practical feasibility and impact of current research 
streams related to human-centered intelligent computing, and the human-technology relationships discussed 
there as cooperative (cf. Ferguson and Allen 2007; Miller and Parasuraman 2007), augmented (cf. Endsley 
2000; Swan 2013), and ambient (cf. Conti et al. 2012; Cook et al. 2009) computing. This includes the mechanisms 
and challenges for (1) design supporting these relationships, as well as (2) design supporting natural transitions 
between relationship types. Of particular interest in this regard is the role of system autonomy, as this is the 
mechanism that defines how, when, and why the context-aware IoT service interacts with the human user. 

2. Scientific Challenges Addressed

The fundamental goal of this project is to develop new insights into how context tracking devices and services 
may enrich IoT-based consumer technologies. Two main research questions are used, with sub-questions listed 
to illustrate identified specifications of particular relevance. Furthermore, the challenge areas that the project 
has identified as relevant are mapped as a guide the project research agenda. Ongoing research may identify 
additional challenge areas. 

RQ1: How does the increasing availability of context cues and context-specific services impact the design of 
novel and meaningful IoT-based services for individuals and groups? 

RQ1.1 What characterizes appropriate designs of IoT services that promote embodied interaction, and the 
shifting human-technology relationships during everyday use? 

Challenge 
areas 

• Automatic system adaptation
during use 

• Prediction of future states • Motivational systems

• Appropriation mechanisms • Retention mechanisms • Implicit rating systems

• Actionable recommendations • Personalized recommendations • Design rationale visibility 

• Context-aware privacy 

RQ1.2 What sociomaterial properties emerge from IoT-based context-aware services? 

Challenge 
areas 

• Interaction models • User categories • User motivations 

• Appropriation strategies • Retention strategies • Drivers for data sharing

RQ1.3 What are the relevant and feasible context cues that may be used to represent and interpret context 
and activity tracking for individuals and groups? 

Challenge 
areas 

• Social context • Virtual context • Physical context 

• Physiological context • Psychological context • Perceived context

• Context modelling • Context tracking • Activity tracking
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RQ2: In what ways can context-awareness contribute to appropriate design and use of system autonomy in 
IoT-based consumer services? 

RQ2.1 How can an appropriate level of autonomy be identified for a given situation? 

Challenge 
areas 

• Implicit rating systems • Motivational systems • Appropriation mechanisms

• Retention mechanisms • Design rationale visibility 

RQ2.2 How can users and context-aware services adapt the level of system autonomy during use-time? 

Challenge 
areas 

• Automatic system adaptation
during use 

• Actionable recommendations • Personalized recommendations

• Predictions of future states

RQ2.3 What levels of transparency of system interpretations are suitable to communicate to users of IoT-
based consumer services? 

Challenge 
areas 

• Design rationale visibility • Motivational systems • User categories

• User motivations 

RQ2.4 What interaction models are suitable for communication between users and IoT-based services in a 
given situation? 

Challenge 
areas 

• Motivational systems • Appropriation mechanisms • Retention mechanisms

• Actionable recommendations • Personalized recommendations • Context-aware privacy 

3. Expected Scientific Contributions

It is the intention of the project to generalize the contributions of the application cases as far as the results 
allow. This applies to all expected contributions listed below. As is common in information systems research 
(Walsham 1995), as well as argued suitable for software engineering research (Runeson and Höst 2009), 
generalization through rich insight carries different – but just as relevant – qualities than generalization 
towards broader research domains.  

Contributions related to RQ1: 

• C1.1: A characterization of appropriate designs of IoT services that promote embodied interaction, and 
support shifting human-technology relationships suiting everyday life. 

• C1.2: A model outlining sociomaterial properties that can be expected to emerge when IoT technology
is diffused as consumer services. 

• C1.3: A specification of valuable and feasible context cues that may be used to represent and interpret
contexts and activities for individuals and groups.

Contributions related to RQ2: 

• C2.1: Methods for identifying the appropriate level of system autonomy in a given situation.

• C2.2: Methods for adapting the level of system autonomy during use-time. 

• C2.3: Guidelines for how the service design rationale can effectively be communicated to users of
different categories and contexts. 

• C2.4: A set of interaction models suitable for communication between users and IoT-based services in 
a given situation.
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